cincinnati philosophy

faculty

Zvi Biener
early modern philosophy of science; Newton;
philosophy of big data

Vanessa Carbonell
ethical theory; metaethics; moral psychology

Anthony Chemero
philosophy of cognitive science; philosophy of
science; embodied cognition

Melissa Jacquart (postdoctoral researcher)
History and Philosophy of Science, Philosophy of
Physics, Feminist Philosophy, Values in Science

Lawrence Jost
ethics; ancient philosophy; Marx

Koffi Maglo
philosophy of biology and biomedicine; ethics and
health; 17th and 18th C. physics; African philosophy

Peter Langland-Hassan
philosophy of mind, psychology, and cognitive
science

Heidi Lene Maibom
philosophy of mind, psychology, and cognitive
science; philosophy of psychiatry; moral psychology

Thomas Polger
philosophy of mind and cognitive science; philosophy
of science; metaphysics; philosophy of philosophy

Angela Potochnik
philosophy of biology; philosophy of science; history
of logical empiricism

Robert C. Richardson
philosophy of science; philosophy of biology;
philosophy of cognitive sciences; Descartes

Robert Skipper, Jr.
history and philosophy of science; philosophy of
science; evolutionary theory

Sarah Stitzlein (affiliate)
philosophy of education; American philosophy;
political philosophy

research strengths
philosophy of science
philosophy of mind
philosophy of cognitive sciences
philosophy of biology
moral psychology
ethics and bioethics

two phd tracks
The traditional track provides a
curriculum similar to most other
Philosophy PhD programs. Traditional
track students regularly engage
with other disciplines, including law,
politics, history, and women's, gender
and sexuality studies.

The sciences track pairs a deep
grounding in philosophy with rigorous
training in scientific disciplines,
preparing graduates for a range of
philosophy and interdisciplinary jobs.
Sciences track students can earn
an MS in their scientific field while
working on the PhD.

cincinnati
The University of Cincinnati is
a Carnegie R1 public research
university with over 45,000 students
located in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Cincinnati is a metropolitan area
with a population of over 2 million
people. The city has vibrant arts,
dining, and craft brewing cultures
and is served by an international
airport. The city is a headquarters for
numerous national and international
corporations. Cincinnati is in the
US eastern time zone, less than five
hours drive to Nashville, Pittsburgh,
or Chicago.

placement
80% of our graduates from the past
decade are employed in academic
positions. 3/4 of those are permanent
positions (tenure track or equivalent),
with the remaining 1/4 graduating in
2015 or later.